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explanations for the apparently pervasive so-

more than a shame to see historical methods

cial violence of the 1 960s and even earlier work

used to forward arguments that are essentially
ideological, both in content and in purpose.

that linked violence to an exceptional "American" identity. Without drawing on many of the
strengths of that school of thought, Lineaments

Claire Potter
Wesleyan University

of Wrath is built around its greatest weakness:

Middletown, Connecticut

assuming the self-evidence of the phenomenon at hand (in this case, black social pathology). While Clarke shows systematic white

violence as constitutive of black poverty, documentation of institutional racism disappears in
the final chapters, as the "black underclass" loses
its capacity for self-control or rational choice.
Clarke sees that as evidence of a permanently
altered culture (or subculture-he misuses
those terms interchangeably), which is based
on an unconscious, largely self-destructive impulse. In fact, much of the book relies on such
odd pronouncements, many made in concluding paragraphs or chapters. For example,
Clarke's unsupported statement, "Without
families there can be no social order," explains
the point of equally thin assertions throughout that black family structure has been in collapse for centuries.
The problem with critiquing such a book is
the incoherence of its very premises and the
intuitive leaps between argument and evidence
that reading it requires. Much of the text is organized into four sections that outline African
American history but ignore or mischaracterize many interpretive shifts in the field that
demonstrate agency and decision making among

the poor. Clarke also fails to engage scholars
who have explored alternative economies among
poor people, or those who take nonnuclear
family and extended kin groups seriously as
stable social units.
This book is full of value judgments. Connected to that problem are insensitive and offensive language choices, specifically those
that evoke racial devolution, animality, and
the primitive. "Like mistreated dogs that
have turned mean," Clarke writes, "some black
males had become unpredictable and dangerous predators." At another point, he contrasts

"the more familiar and conjugal patterns of
Europeans and white Americans" with those
of the black poor, which emerge perhaps
from "a different cultural tradition that can be
traced back to roots in sub-Saharan Africa."
Those flaws only add insult to injury, but it is

Abundance and Anxiety: America, 1945-

1960. By Gary A. Donaldson. (Westport:
Praeger, 1997. xiv, 191 pp. $55.00, ISBN 0275-95773- X.)

Blues for America: A Critique, a Lament, and

Some Memories. By Doug Dowd. (New York:
Monthly Review, 1997. xii, 377 pp. Cloth,
$38.00, ISBN 0-85345-981-9. Paper, $18.00,
ISBN 0-85345-982-7.)

For historians, the opportunity to write about
aspects of twentieth-century American history
has proven virtually limitless. From Theodore

Roosevelt to Bill Clinton, from the New Deal
to the Great Society, the century has witnessed
countless individuals and events of historical

significance. The result has been a wealth of
fine analytical accounts describing those events

and personalities from many perspectives. Gary
A. Donaldson's Abundance and Anxiety and

Doug Dowd's Blues for America offer two additions to the already voluminous literature on
the subject.
The theme of Donaldson's book is that
during the decade and a half following the
end of World War II, the American people exhibited an extraordinarily high level of confidence in their ability to accomplish virtually
any task they wanted: "stop communism, bring
an end to poverty, send rockets into space, end
racism, build a house." Their success in achieving, or at least in beginning to reach, those
goals boosted that confidence to even loftier
heights. Along with success, the postwar era
brought problems. The victory of the United
States over Germany and Japan did not produce a world free from the threat of aggression
or totalitarianism, nor did it produce a home
front free from economic and social inequities. The era therefore combined, as the book's
title states, abundance and anxiety.
The book is a straightforward narrative
synopsis of the main domestic and foreign
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